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• More study needed on cultural and organizational 
aspects of spatial data production and use in OSM

• OpenStreetMap is a community of communities (Solís 
2016; Brovelli et al. 2019)

• YouthMappers lends itself as an interesting design 
framework (hybrid) and set of experiences 
(movement-like) to provide insights on some cultural 
and organizational aspects of open mapping

Premises



Who are YouthMappers? What 
do they do? How do they map? 
How do YouthMappers 
navigate different aims within 
different spaces of action?

• Brief design case (hybrid)
• Overall performance 

(movement)
• Consider  3  hypotheses 

(myths?)

• What do these characteristics 
mean for OSM broadly?

• What lessons does this 
provide for higher education 
globally?

• What insight does this offer 
for other communities within 
the OSM ecosystem?

Knowledge & Implications
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OpenStreetMap Community
“community of communities”

concept
2014

launched

2015



~5,000 students on 324 university campuses in 67 countries

Global consortium of student-led 
faculty-mentored campus-based 

chapters creating and using open 
maps for humanitarian and 

development action



79% 
majoritarian 
nations

45% 
women



Regional Ambassadors: leaders helping 
the community grow and thrive

40 
ambassadors





Credit: Jennings Anderson for YouthMappers © 2021

16M
buildings

87,827 
amenities

511K
km roads
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activity.youthmappers.org



Digitizing Features like buildings and 
roads, adding Attributes like labels and 
addresses, coordinating Validation 

331 
trained 

validators

88+ 
campaigns 
validated



YouthMappers Academy

20
geospatial 

competencies

399
badges 

awarded

12
courses 
offered



Communications & Recognition 365 
blogs

7,314 
followers

57
webinars



Virtual Internships

10,080
hours



Everywhere She Maps

44
chapters 
majority 
female

15
Interns 
hired



Research & Fieldwork Grants

Disaster Preparedness, Food Security, Refugee Settlements, 
Illegal Mining, Flooding Mitigation, Disease Prevention

16
students

13
fieldwork 

grants

15
mentors



Leadership Fellowships
3. Community-building for long term viable 

mapping infrastructure in the region
• Competitive seed funding for added-value activities 

that increase motivation and sustainability, e.g. 
research studies

• Leverage connections in academic as well as public 
sector, e.g. secondary end-users 

118
fellows



Open Mapping towards SDGs: 
Voices of YouthMappers on 
Community Engaged Scholarship

Edited by Patricia Solis and Marcela Zeballos  

68 
co-authors

25 
countries

Open Access 



Mapping with our communities



Mapping with our communities



we don’t 
just build 
maps.

we build
mappers.



Brovelli, Maria Antonia, Marisa Ponte, Sven 
Shade, and Patricia Solís. 2019. Citizen Science in 
Support of Digital Earth. In Manual of Digital 
Earth, International Society for Digital Earth. 
Springer, Singapore, pp. 593-622. 



Within a Context of Higher Education

Academia has spent 21st Century 
re-evaluating itself as place for 
learning within global economic 
realities 

• Embrace redefinition (AACU, 2007; 
Care et al. 2018; Trilling & Fadel, 
2012; NAS, 2006)

• Skepticism of meeting contradictory 
aims (UNESCO, 2015)

• Rejection of underlying ideology 
(Baltodano, 2012)



Changes within Higher Education

Relevant institutional transformations (Solís et al., 2021) 
• Rethink objectives, pedagogy, assessment (Dede 2007) to promote neither a 

“process-free content nor a content-devoid process,” frameworks to authentically 
generate knowledge-based “understandings” where skills are learned through 
“performance”

• Heaney and Rojas (2014) note emergence of multiscalar, hybrid organizations that 
span intersectional identities at individual and collective scales

• Soja (1996) defines “third space”  as a “way of understanding and acting to 
change the spatiality of human life” to encompass dualisms

• Soja (1996) also synthesizes contributions from post-colonial majoritarian scholars 
like Said and Bhabha to eschew “digital colonialism” (McCusker 2022)

• … resonates with motto to “define our world by mapping it”





Hypotheses testing (mythbusting?)

• H1: (Action-of-Performance) Participating youth either 
map only locally or remotely, but not both

• H2: (Hybrid-Roles) Participating youth cannot 
simultaneously pursue personal aims to prepare 
themselves for the workforce and to express their identities 
as global citizens

• H3: (Movement-Minded) Participating youth cannot 
articulate the impacts/benefits of actions undertaken for 
broader communities or society through their work with 
OSM, nor identify the roles/contributions of youth action in 
this work for the common good.
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Remote (explicit) and Local (implicit) mappingH1
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(Hybrid-Roles) Participating youth 
cannot simultaneously prepare 
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(Movement-Minded) 
Participating youth 
cannot articulate the 
impacts/benefits of 
their actions 

H3
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(Movement-Minded) Participating 
youth cannot articulate the 
impacts/benefits of their actions 

H3



• What do these characteristics 
mean for OSM broadly?

• What lessons does this 
provide for higher education 
globally?

• What insight does this offer 
for other communities within 
the OSM ecosystem?

Knowledge & Implications



Hypotheses rejected (myths busted)

• H1: (Action-of-Performance) Participating youth either 
map only locally or remotely, but not both

• H2: (Hybrid-Roles) Participating youth cannot 
simultaneously pursue personal aims to prepare 
themselves for the workforce and to express their identities 
as global citizens

• H3: (Movement-Minded) Participating youth cannot 
articulate the impacts/benefits of actions undertaken for 
broader communities or society through their work with 
OSM, nor identify the roles/contributions of youth action in 
this work for the common good.



Life is a team sport.

…and so is OpenStreetMap.
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Create a third space.
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Be a good ancestor.
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